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Abstract

Numerical simulations are performed to investigate the classical compartment fire problem involving a single

door opening. Three different configurations were considered, namely a full-scale (ISO 9705), an intermediate

and a small-scale enclosure with various opening heights and widths. A large number of numerical simulations

was carried out using the CFD code Fire Dynamics Simulator (FDS)(version 6.7.0). Based on the variation

of the average temperature inside the compartment, three combustion regimes were identified namely well-

ventilated, transitional and under-ventilated regime. This variation also allowed us to identify the boundaries

between regimes. Furthermore, by adopting a non-dimensional representation of the fire heat release rate

inside the compartment as a function of the Global Equivalence Ratio (GER), a clear demarcation between

these combustion regimes was obtained. A linear correlation has been established between the maximum heat

release rate inside the compartment and the ventilation factor. The latter is expressed as Q̇max
in � 850A

º
H.

A linear relation between the maximum air flow rate ṁin and the ventilation factor A
º
H was found, i.e.

ṁmax
in � 0.46A

º
H where A is the door surface area and H its height.

Keywords: Under-ventilated compartment fires, Ventilation factor, Multi-scale Numerical simulations, FDS

1. Introduction

In the performance based fire safety engineering approach, the identification of the fire scenario is a crucial

step. The scenario depends on several parameters such as the type of activity, the fuel load and the ventilation

system. In the case of buildings, one of the characteristic scenarios is a fire in a confined enclosure. Since

the sixties, fundamental works on enclosure fires were carried out. In general, during a compartment fire two

combustion regimes can be identified. The first one is called well ventilated regime or fuel controlled regime.

In this case, the air supply is sufficient to maintain a complete combustion and the products are evacuated

easily. On the other hand, this behavior induces an underpressure inside the compartment which favors the

inflow of fresh air. The second regime is qualified as under-ventilated, which means that the air supply is not

enough to ensure a complete combustion inside the compartment. Usually this regime is reported for small
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openings. In this case, smoke accumulates on the upper part of the compartment which implies that the

mass exchange is dominated by hydrostatic pressure at the opening. Under this regime, and by considering

Bernoulli’s equation, the inlet air flow rate can be expressed as ṁin � CA
º
H �kg~s�, where A

º
H is the

ventilation factor introduced for the first time by Kawagoe [1] one of the pioneer researchers on this topic.

Here A is the opening area and H its height. Babrauskas [2] estimated the constant C and expressed the air

flow entering a compartment as ṁin � 0.5A
º
H. By using the expression of the inlet air flowrate and assuming

that the total amount of oxygen entering in the enclosure is involved in the combustion, the maximum heat

release rate inside the compartment can be expressed as:

Q̇max
in � 0.23 �∆HcO2

�C �A
º
H �kW �, (1)

where 0.23 is the oxygen mass fraction in the air, C is a flow coefficient (C � 0.5), A
º
H is the ventilation factor

and ∆HcO2
the heat of combustion per mass of oxygen consumed (13.1 MJ/kg). This value was recommended

by Huggett[3] based on an experimental investigation involving a wide range of fuels, including organic liquids

and gases, natural fuels and synthetic polymers. This value of (13.1 MJ/kg) is accurate up to �5% . Quintiere5

et al [4] estimated the maximum heat release rate inside a compartment as Q̇in � 1500A
º
H�kW �. This is

only valid under the assumptions listed above. An extensive review of the compartment framework was

presented by Torero et al [5] and Majdalani [6]. Despite the strong assumptions that have allowed to express

the heat release rate inside the compartment (Q̇in � 1500A
º
H�kW �), this formulation is systematically used

and, sometimes, beyond its application range.10

During the last decades, numerous experimental studies have been carried out on compartment fires.

Different combustion regimes were identified. Takeda and Akita [7] explored the effect of the ventilation

factor on the combustion regime. They recorded four combustion regimes in the case of compartment fire

with a liquid pool fire. In the first regime (A
º
H @ 0.09 � 10�2�m�5~2��), the air supply through the opening

was not sufficient. As consequence, the fire extinguishes due to the lack of oxygen. The second regime15

(0.09 � 10�2�m�5~2�� @ A
º
H @ 0.23 � 10�2�m�5~2��) corresponds to a laminar combustion controlled by the

amount of oxygen entering through the openings. The third one is characterized by unstable and oscillating

flames. In the last regime (0.78 � 10�2�m�5~2�� @ A
º
H @ 2.8 � 10�2�m�5~2��), the size of the opening was

sufficient to allow a perfectly ventilated fire controlled by the quantity of fuel available. A similar behavior

was observed by Tewarson [8], Kim et al [9], Utiskul et al [10] during pool fires. Snegirev et al [11] conducted20

a small-scale experimental study on compartment fires using a propane burner as a fire source. Three

combustion regimes were observed. In the first one, combustion occurs only inside the compartment. This

represents the well-ventilated regime. The second regime is characterized by flames appearing outside the

enclosure. Finally, for the third regime, only external combustion was observed. A similar behavior was also

reported by Lock et al [12] during their full-scale experimental study with a gas burner. Recently, Ren et25

al [13] investigated experimentally the transitional behavior of under-ventilated compartment fires. In this

study, the fire source also consisted of a gas burner. These authors also reported the same three combustion

regimes. Note that there is an important difference between liquid and gaseous fuels regarding the flow
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regimes identified by the authors. The oscillatory regime was only observed for liquid pool fires and this can

be linked to the importance of the heat feedback from the surrounding environment to the liquid surface30

and subsequent evaporation. However, when there is no more oxygen in the environment, pool fires undergo

extinction, while the fire issuing from a gas burner burns completely outside the compartment.

Most of the empirical correlations have been developed based on small-scale experiments. A relevant

question to ask here is whether these correlations remain valid at full-scale. This issue has been raised

since the beginnings of fire safety science. Earlier works by Heskestad[14], Quintiere [15], Quintiere et al[16],35

Quintiere [17] and Emori and Saito [18] provided the first successful scaling results. These authors and others

highlighted the importance of the choice of the scaling variables, because it is not possible to preserve all the

variables at the same time.

Nowadays, with the increase of the numerical calculation capacities and the significant development of

Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD), numerical simulation becomes an attractive alternative to experimen-40

tal studies. For instance, Suard et al. [19] obtained a good agreement between the CFD model ISIS and the

experimental results in the case of a small-scale enclosure fire. Zhao et al [20] investigated under-ventilated

compartment fires with external flames using Fire Dynamics Simulator (FDS). They found a linear relation-

ship between the ventilation factor and the heat release rate inside the compartment. This relation reads as

Q̇in � 1130.7A
º
H�kW �. The proportionality coefficient is different from the one obtained by Babrauskas45

[2]. According to Zhao et al, the discrepancy can be explained by the fact that the oxygen entering the

compartement is not completely used during the combustion. A similar difference has been observed for the

inlet air flow �ṁin � 0.41A
º
H�. A similar relationship was found by Asimakopoulou et al [21] for the fire

heat release rate with a different coefficient of proportionality namely Q̇in � 925A
º
H�kW �.

The studies mentioned above and others highlighted a very important aspect of compartment fires, which50

is the existence of several combustion regimes. However, to our knowledge, there is no clear criterion for

separating these different regimes. Many authors use the theoretical relationship Q̇in � 1500A
º
H�kW �

to discriminate between under-ventilated and well-ventilated regimes. However, this demarcation is only

theoretical. Experimental studies rely on temperature measurements to determine the transition to the

under-ventilated regime[13] [22]. Other authors use visual criteria such as the appearance of flames outside55

the compartment or quantitative criteria such as the onset of CO production, which indicates a lack of oxygen.

The main difficulty is that all these studies do not provide a universally accepted criterion. In this study, a

comprehensive analysis is carried out in an attempt to clarify some aspects related to combustion regimes in

enclosure fires and, more particularly, determine a clearer global criterion for the onset of under-ventilated

combustion. Another issue is the determination of the boundary between the transient regime (combustion60

inside and outside the compartment) and the fully under-ventilated regime (combustion entirely outside the

compartment).

In the present work, a numerical analysis is carried out using the CFD code FDS in order to investigate

under-ventilated enclosure fires. More than 300 simulations were performed, in which different scales, opening
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Nomenclature

∆HcO2
Heat of combustion per mass of oxygen

consumed [MJ/kg]

Q̇ Heat release rate [kW]

Φ Global Equivalence Ratio (GER) [-]

ρ Density [kg/m3]

A Opening area [m2]

CDEARDORFF Deardorff coefficient [-]

Cp Specific heat capacity [kJ/(kg.K)]

H Opening height [m]

K Thermal conductivity [W/m/K]

W Opening width [m]

∆Hc Heat of combustion [kJ/kg]

ṁf Fuel flow rate [kg/s]

ṁin Inlet air flow [kg/s]

Q̇in Heat release rate inside the compartment

[kW]

τchemical Characteristic chemical time scale [s]

τmixixng Characteristic mixing time scale [s]

P Prescribed heat release rate [kW]

s Stoichiometric fuel to oxygen ratio [-]

D� Characteristic fire diameter [-]

g Gravity acceleration [m/s2]

T0 Ambient temperature [K]

geometries and heat release rates were considered. This paper is organized as follows. In §2, the numerical65

configurations are presented. In §3, the numerical results are presented and discussed. Finally, our conclusions

are drawn in §4.

2. Numerical set-up

The CFD code Fire Dynamics Simulator (FDS) was developed by the National Institute of Standards and

Technology (NIST)[23]. This code uses the low Mach number assumption to solve the momentum, continuity70

and energy equations. Turbulence is modeled using large-eddy simulation (LES) which means that large

eddy structures are solved, while the small ones are predicted using subgrid-scale model. More particularly,

in our case, the modified Deardorff model (default model in FDS) is used with a constant CDEARDORFF � 1.

The combustion is assumed as infinitely fast based on the mixing-limited model [24]. The radiation transport

equation was modeled using a Finite Volume Method (FVM) with 100 discrete angles, under the gray gas75

absorption assumption. For this study all models by default in FDS have been used, unless specified otherwise.

As mentioned previously, full-scale, intermediate and small-scale configurations are studied. The simulation

conditions and dimensions are given in Table 1.

FDS is well documented and validated against numerous experimental studies as reported by McGrattan

et al [25]. Hwang et al [26] performed numerical simulations using FDS (version 5.1.6) to investigate the80

full-scale ISO 9705 compartment fire. These authors explored both well-ventilated and under-ventilated con-
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ditions. The numerical results were compared to the experimental study by Lock et al [27]. The comparison

between the numerical and experimental results showed that FDS predictions were in a good agreement with

the experimental results for both temperature and species. Pikiokos [28] numerically investigated the flow

characteristics at the opening. In this study Pikiokos used FDS (version 6.3.2.) to simulate the full-scale85

ISO 9705 compartment fire conducted by Bryant[29, 30, 31]. The doorway temperature and velocity profiles

predicted by FDS were compared to the experimental results. In general, a satisfactory agreement was found

between the numerical and experimental results, with an error of 4.19% for temperature and from 8% to

32% for velocity depending on the considered position. Moinuddin et al [32] also performed an experimental

and numerical study of large-scale compartment fires in an ISO 9705 compartment with steel walls. FDS90

(version 5.3.1) was used for the numerical modeling. A satisfactory agreement was observed between the

temperatures predicted by FDS and the experimental results. Although it should be noted that in some

cases lower temperatures were predicted, this difference was explained by the large amount of heat escaping

through the door. As it was shown by these different validation studies, FDS simulations of ISO 9705 are

generally in a good agreement with the experimental work, especially for the temperature measurements.95

For this reason, in the present study, full-scale simulations were carried out using an ISO-9705 compartment

with the following properties: thickness 2.5 cm, density ρ � 1440 �kg~m3�, conductivity K � 0.48 �W ~m~K�,
specific heat capacity Cp � 840 �J~kg~K�. For this configuration, a 0.96 m square hexane (C6H14) burner

was considered as a fire source. The burner is located at 0.42 m above the ground.

The intermediate and small-scale configuration are made of 5 cm thick Calcium silicate boards with the100

following characteristics: density ρ � 2900 �kg~m3�, conductivity K � 0.22 �W ~m~K�, specific heat capacity

Cp � 970 �J~kg~K�. The fire source is a propane burner of dimensions 0.4 m x 0.4 m placed in the center of

the compartment. The simulation duration was fixed to 120 s for the small and intermediate scale and 150

s for the full-scale.

Temperatures are evaluated at five different positions, four of them are located inside the compartment105

at each corner and the fifth one located at the doorway symmetry plan. The use of numerical simulations

offers the possibility to directly evaluate a wide range of variables, such as the inlet and outlet flowrate and

even more complex quantities like the heat release rate within predefined volumes.

In order to obtain accurate simulations, a sensitivity analysis was conducted to make sure that the mesh

size is suitable for this study. The results are shown in Appendix A. For the present study it was found that110

a uniform mesh size of 2 cm was sufficient to reach convergence.

On the other hand, McGrattan et al [33] suggested that the grid size should be equal or less to 0.1 D�

with D�

� � Q̇
ρ0CpT0

º
g
�2~5 representing the characteristic fire diameter. This suggestion was confirmed by

Merci and Van Maele [34]. In our study the fire heat release rate ranged between 25 kW and 3500 kW which

means that D� varies between 0.22 m and 1.58 m, leading to an optimal mesh size (0.1 D�) ranging between115

2.2 cm and 15.8 cm, which supports the results obtained with the mesh sensitivity analysis.

Flame extinction is a very important aspect in the study of compartment fires in particular. To deal
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 1: Compartment configurations, (a) full-scale ISO9705, (b) intermediate and (c) small (Smokeview).

Figure 2: Sketch of the numerical configuration.
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Table 1: Summary of the simulations parameters

Configuration Dimensions (m3) Heat release rate (kW) Opening dimensions (m) Ventilation factor A
º
H �m5~2� Number of simulations

W (m) H (m)

Small-scale 1.2 � 1.2 � 1.2 25-350

0.4 0.5 0.1414 12

0.4 1 0.4 12

0.6 1 0.6 12

Intermediate scale 2 � 1.2 �1.2 25-3500

0.4 1 0.4 27

0.6 1 0.6 27

0.8 1 0.8 27

0.8 0.6 0.3718 27

Full-scale ISO 9705 3.6� 2.4 �2.4 500-11500

0.36 1.75 0.83 12

0.6 1.86 1.52 12

0.84 1.98 2.34 12

1.08 2.1 3.29 12

1.32 2.22 4.37 12

5.58 2.34 5.58 12

with these phenomena, FDS includes an extinction model based on the critical flame temperature concept.

Indeed, extinction occurs if the combustion in a computational cell would not raise the temperature of the

mixture above the critical flame temperature. This criterion is expressed as an inequality as follows [35] [24]

Z0
FhF �T � � ÇϕZ0

fhA�T � � ÇϕZ0
PhP �T � @ Z0

FhF �TCFT � � ��Çϕ � 1�Z0
P �ZP �hP �TCFT �, (2)

where TCFT is the critical flame temperature, T is the pre-reaction temperature, Z0
F , Z0

A and Z0
P are respec-

tively the mass fractions of Fuel, Air and Products at the beginning and ZF , ZA and ZP the mass fraction

at the end and Çϕ is a modified equivalence ratio, defined as

Çϕ �

Z0
A �ZA

Z0
A

, (3)

In order to evaluate the inequality (2), it is necessary to determine the critical flame temperature TCFT . The

latter is evaluated based on the limiting oxygen fraction as follows

TCFT � T0 � Y lim
O2

∆Hc~s
Cp

, (4)

where Y lim
O2

represents the limiting oxygen fraction, Cp�kJ~�mol K�� is the average heat capacity, ∆Hc�kJ~kg�
is the heat of combustion, s is the stoichiometric fuel to oxygen ratio and T0 is the initial temperature of120

the environment. It is also assumed that the excess fuel will be treated as diluent but not the excess of the

air. In other words, combustion would be possible in a cell with small quantity of fuel and excess of air

but not in a cell with small amount of air and excess of fuel. This seems to be reasonable in the case of a

compartment fire. As it can be noticed, the unique way to control the extinction is by modifying the limiting

oxygen concentration. This is discussed in section 3.3.125
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3. Results and discussion

In this section we present the results of the parametric study in which heat release rate, ventilation factor

and compartment size were varied. The delimitations of the different combustion regimes are highlighted.

3.1. Air flow rate

The amount of air entering through the openings is a very important parameter in the evolution of a130

compartment fire. In the present simulations, the inlet and outlet air flow rate are obtained by integrating 

the mass flux through the door. It can be obtained directly using a specific device. A typical variation of 

the inlet mass air flow is shown in Figure 3a (A
º
H �0.3718m5~2, P �200 kW ). For each configuration 

(ventilation factor, prescribed heat release rate) the average value through the steady state is determined

as illustrated by the blue line in Figure 3a. These mean values are presented in Figure 3b as a function of135

the prescribed heat release rate P . This allowed us to determine the maximum inlet mass flow rate for each 

ventilation factor, see Figure 3c. The superscript ”max” refers to this maximum value of ṁ in.

In the case of a compartment fire, the maximum inlet air flow is generally expressed as ṁin � 0.5A
º
H.

This formulation is based on the assumption that the fuel flow is negligible compared to the air flow entering

the room (ṁin AA ṁf ). In a recent study, Delichatsios et al [36] demonstrated that the inlet mass flow rate140

can be expressed as ṁin � 0.5A
º
H � 0.53ṁf ( where ṁf is the fuel flow rate). In Figure 3c, the maximum

inlet air flow is plotted as a function of the ventilation factor A
º
H and compared to the theoretical relation

by Babrauskas [2] and Delichatsios et al[36]. As it can be seen, the linear relationship between the maximum

inlet air flow and the ventilation factor seems to be well respected. Equation ṁin � 0.46A
º
H is represented

by the red line. The simulations results showed also a good agreement with the correlation proposed by145

Delichatsios et al[36] as it is shown by the green line in Figure 3c.

3.2. Combustion Regimes

Since this study deals with various scale simulations, this gives us the possibility to investigate the scaling

problem. For this purpose, a dimensionless representation was chosen to allow comparison between the

different cases. The first dimensionless parameter is the Global Equivalence Ratio (GER) Φ, introduced by

Babrauskas et al [37]. It is defined as

Φ �

sṁf

ṁO2

, (5)

where s is the stoichiometric fuel/oxygen ratio and ṁf , ṁO2 are the prescribed fuel mass flow rate and the

oxygen mass flow rate entering the enclosure respectively. According to this definition we can distinguish

two combustion regimes, an over-ventilated regime for Φ @ 1 and an under-ventilated regime for Φ A 1. The150

second key parameter in this study is the heat release rate inside the compartment, hereafter referred to

as Q̇in. The latter is evaluated by integrating the heat release rate per unite volume over the specified

domain, in this case the inside of the compartment. Then, the mean value during the steady state period

is considered. This quantity is compared to the prescribed heat release rate (theoretical heat release rate
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(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 3: (a) Typical variation of the inlet air flow (intermediate scale, A
º
H� 0.3718 m5~2, P� 200 kW ), (b) variation of the 

mean inlet air flow as a function of the prescribed heat release rate for a ventilation factor of 0.3718 m5~2. (c) Variation of the 

maximum inlet air flow versus the ventilation factor: X  full-scale (500 kW B P B 11500 kW ), � intermediate scale

(25 kW B P B 3500 kW ), T small-scale (25 kW B P B 350 kW ).
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Figure 4: Variation of the ratio Q̇in~P versus the Global Equivalence Ratio (X full-scale, � intermediate scale and �

small-scale), the dashed line represents the delimitation between the well-ventilated and the under-ventilated regime.

P ). Figure 4 presents the variation of the ratio Q̇in~P versus the Global Equivalence Ratio (GER) Φ for the155

different scales and ventilation factors. Based on this representation (Q̇in~P � f�Φ�), we may distinguish

three combustion regimes. The first regime, i.e., well-ventilated regime, corresponds to Q̇in~P � 1. During

this regime, the reaction is held exclusively within the enclosure. An illustration of this regime is shown in

Figure 6 for a small-scale simulation with an HRR of 25kW and A
º
H � 0.4 �m5~2�. As it can be seen, the

flames are exclusively within the compartment.160

However, when the GER Φ rises, the under-ventilated conditions start to appear, which is characterized

by external flames indicating that the fuel burns outside as can be seen in Figure 7. The transition occurs

when the Global Equivalence Ratio reaches a value of 0.5 as indicated by a red dashed line in Figure 4. This

same critical value (Φ A 0.5) was identified earlier by Babrauskas et al [37] and Pitts [38]. They reported an

increase in the concentration of CO, which is the first indicator of incomplete combustion. Finally, for the

highest values of Φ we can notice that the ratio Q̇in~P is almost equal to zero. This reflects the fact that the

major part of the combustion is taking place outside the compartment (see Figure 8). This dimensionless

analysis can be also performed using a dimensionless heat release rate defined as

Q̇�

�

P

ρ0CpT0
º
gl5~2

, (6)

where P is the prescribed heat release rate, ρ0 is the ambient air density, Cp is the specific heat capacity of

air, T0 is the ambient temperature, g is the gravity acceleration and l is a characteristic length. In order to

include the ventilation factor which is a very important parameter, we took l5~2 � A
º
H. This dimensionless

heat release rate is known as the Zukoski number [39] and it represents the ratio between the heat release

rate of the fire and the advected enthalpy rate [17]. Figure 5 presents the variation of the ratio Q̇in~P versus165

the dimensionless heat release rate Q̇� for the different scales and ventilation factors.

Note that, according to this formulation (Q̇in~P � f�Q̇��), it is possible to give a demarcation based on
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Figure 5: Variation of the ratio Q̇in~P versus dimensionless heat release rate (X full-scale, � intermediate scale and �

small-scale)

the geometrical characteristics of the compartment opening as well as the prescribed HRR (P) which can be

very useful in engineering because once we estimate the fire load in a compartment, one can determine the

evolution of a fire and whether it may become under-ventilated or not. The criterion

Q̇�

�

P

�ρ0CpT0
º
gA

º
H� � 0.6, (7)

5s 60s 120s

Q̇

in

Figure 6: Well-ventilated combustion regime(1st regime): the flame i s within the compartment (small-scale, A
º
H�0.4�m5~2�,

HRR� 25kW )

marks the boundary between the well-ventilated (combustion only inside the compartment) and the under-

ventilated regimes (appearance of external flames). Furthermore, for ��0.6 we still have P�Q̇ , and
in

thus we define a critical value for Q̇ as follows
Q̇cri

in �

0.6 � ρ0CpT0
º
gA

º
H�660A

º
H�kW � , (8)

with ρ0 � 1.2�kg~m3�, Cp � 1�kJ~kg.K�, T0 � 293�K�, g � 9.81�m.s�1�. Beside the combustion regimes, we

can observe that for the well-ventilated conditions adapting a dimensionless representation using both Q̇�

11



5s 60s 120s

Figure 7: Under-ventilated combustion regime(2nd regime): the reaction is held inside and outside the enclosure (intermediate

scale, A
º
H � 0.4�m5~2�, HRR � 600kW )

5s 60s 150s

Figure 8: Under-ventilated combustion regime(3rd regime): the major part of the combustion takes place outside the

compartment (full-scale, A
º
H � 0.83�m5~2�, HRR � 3500kW )

and GER (Φ) we can overcome the scale effect and all the points are on the same curve. However, for the

under-ventilated regime, a small gap can be seen between the intermediate and full-scale especially in the170

case of scaling with Φ. This gap is less important when considering Q̇�. This is mainly due to the scale

difference.

The analysis of the variation of the average temperature (spatial and temporal mean temperature over

all the thermocouples) inside the compartment confirms the observation of different regimes and gives us

more details about their characteristics. Figure 9a and Figure 9b present a typical variation of the average175

temperature inside the compartment versus the Global Equivalence Ratio. The variation of the average

temperature inside the compartment is also represented as a function of the dimensionless heat release rate

Figure 9c and Figure 9d. We can identify three trends. The first one (R1) where the temperature inside the

enclosure increases, represents the well-ventilated regime (the combustion is held inside the compartment).

In the second case (R2), the temperature is almost steady. This marks the beginning of the under-ventilated180

regime. The combustion occurs both inside and outside the enclosure (transitional regime). Finally, the third

regime (R3) is also an under-ventilated regime which is characterized by a sudden drop in the temperature

reaching its lowest level. This behavior reflects the fact that the combustion is mainly taking place outside

the compartment. This third regime is highly dependent on the extinction model, once the extinction

condition is no longer fulfilled inside the compartment the fire leaves the compartment and takes place185

outside. The delimitation of the different combustion regimes based on the evolution of the temperature
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 9: (a) and (b) Average temperature inside the compartment versus the Global Equivalence Ratio, (c) and (d) Average

temperature inside the compartment versus dimensionless heat release rate for different scales and ventilation factors, X

full-scale and � intermediate scale, the dashed lines mark the demarcation between the different regimes.

is a very common technique among experimentalists, since it is not possible to measure the heat release

rate inside a compartment. From the present data, we can determine the delimitation between the well-

ventilated and the under-ventilated regimes using this technique. Figure 10a shows the variation of the

critical GER bounding the first and the second regime. This delimitation depends on the ventilation factor.190

For a ventilation factor less than 1 (A
º
H @ 1) the critical GER varies in the range 0.6 @ Φcri @ 1. However,

for (A
º
H A 1), the critical GER seems to be less scattered with an average value of Φcri � 1.1.

Figure 10b shows the variation of the second critical GER separating the second and the third regime,

which also depends on the ventilation factor and varies between Φ � 1.5 and Φ � 3.6.

In a similar way, Figure 11b shows the variation of the second critical dimensionless heat release rate195

delimiting the second and the third regime, also depending on the ventilation factor and varying between

Q̇�

cri � 2 and Q̇�

cri � 4.5. It should be noted that these delimitations depend on the discretization of the
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(a) (b)

Figure 10: Variation of the critical Global Equivalence Ratio marking the transition from the first to the second regime (a) and

from the second to the third regime (b)

(a) (b)

Figure 11: Variation of the critical dimensionless heat release rate marking the transition from the first to the second regime

(a) and from the second to the third regime (b)

considered HRR. In the present work, the relative uncertainty is estimated to be between 6 and 30%.

3.3. Effect of the extinction model

As it was mentioned in section 2, the extinction and, of course, the transition from the well-ventilated200

to the under-ventilated regime, is highly dependent on the limiting oxygen fraction. In order to estimate

this limiting fraction (Eq.4) the user needs to specify a critical flame temperature which can be highly de-

pendent on the studied configuration. The choice of this temperature can be as important as the choice of

the extinction model. As it was pointed out by Maragkos and Merci, [40] in such model based on critical

flame temperature, working with a constant value might be a weakness. For instance, as it was illustrated by205

Maragkos and Merci if we consider a laminar flame with a high residence time (time from initial temperature
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rise to the time of definite drop after reaching peak temperature) we could expect low critical flame tempera-

ture. But a flame with low residence times would lead to a high critical flame temperature. One solution is to

consider an extinction model based on the Damköhler number Da � �τmixixng~τchemical�, where τmixixng and

τchemical are respectively the characteristic mixing and chemical time scales. A Damköhler number-based210

extinction model was implemented in FireFOAM by Vilfayeau [41] and evaluated against experimental work.

A good agreement between the numerical and experimental results was observed.

In the present work, the extinction model has been modified in order to evaluate the effect of the limiting

oxygen fraction on the combustion regimes. To evaluate the sensitivity of the simulations and the combustion

regimes to the quenching model, we changed the extinction condition by setting the limiting oxygen fraction215

to zero (Y lim
O2

� 0). Figure 12 shows the variation of the ratio Q̇in~P versus the Global Equivalence Ratio

Φ. As it can be noticed, the critical GER (Φcri � 0.83) delimiting the well-ventilated and under-ventilated

regime predicted in this case (Y lim
O2

� 0) is higher than the limit initially found (Φcri � 0.5).

Figure 12: Variation of the ratio Q̇in
P

versus the Global Equivalence Ratio for an intermediate scale with a ventilation factor of

A
º
H� 0.4 m5~2 and a heat release rate 25 kW B P B 3500 kW .

Once again, by analyzing the variation of the average temperature inside the compartment, two observa-

220 tions are drawn. First, changing the extinction limit allows to burn much more inside the enclosure. This

increase in Q̇in results in higher temperatures. The evolution of the average temperature inside the enclosure

is represented in Figure 13, where the green dots represent the simulations for which the extinction condi-

tion Y lim
O2

was set to zero and the red dots represent the simulations with the default settings. The second

observation concerns the demarcation between the well-ventilated and under-ventilated regime. As it can

be noticed in the case of the modified extinction condition, the critical GER (Φcri � 1.1) is higher than the225

one predicted using the default parameters (Φcri � 0.65). An equivalent analysis based on the dimensionless

heat release rate was conducted and the results are summarized in Table 2. For both methods, the limitation

determined based on the evolution of temperature is higher than the one obtained from the variation of the

ratio Q̇in~P .
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Figure 13: Variation of the average temperature inside the compartment versus the Global Equivalence Ratio

Table 2: Summary of the critical GER and dimensionless heat release rate obtained based on the variation of Q̇in~P and the

temperature T marking the transition between the first and second regimes. This demarcation is evaluated using both FDS

default setup and modified version where the combustion limiting oxygen fraction was set to zero.

FDS default FDS �Y lim
O2

�0%�

Q̇in~P T Q̇in~P T

Φcri 0.5 0.6�1.1 0.83 1.1

Q̇�

cri 0.6 0.4�1.6 0.9 1.5

Q̇cri
in 660A

º
H 440�828 A

º
H 991A

º
H 1238A

º
H

3.4. Variation of the maximum heat release rate inside the compartment230

As it was pointed out earlier, the heat release rate inside a compartment can be estimated based on

the amount of air entering though the opening. In general, this amount is expressed as a function of the

ventilation factor ṁin � 0.5A
º
H. By assuming that all the air entering the compartment takes part in the

reaction, the maximum heat release rate inside a compartment can be expressed as Q̇in � 1500A
º
H�kW �.

The heat release rate inside the compartment Q̇in is evaluated by integrating the heat release rate over235

the domain (inside the compartment). For each configuration (a given ventilation factor A
º
H), the heat

release rate inside the enclosure Q̇in is evaluated for different prescribed heat release rates. Figure 14a

illustrates a typical evolution over time of the heat release rate inside the compartment (Q̇in)(A
º
H � 0.4m5~2,

P � 25 kW ). For each configuration (ventilation factor, prescribed heat release rate) the average value through

the steady state is determined as illustrated by the red line in Figure 14a. These mean values are presented240

in Figure 14b as a function of the prescribed heat release rate P . This allowed us to determine the maximum

heat release rate inside the compartment for each ventilation factor A
º
H, see Figure 14c.
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(a) (b)

Q̇ in

(c)

Figure 14: (a) Evolution over time of the heat release rate inside the compartment (Q̇ in)(intermediate scale, A
º
H�0.4m5~2,

P� 25 kW ), (b) variation of the average as a function of the prescribed heat release rate for a ventilation factor of 0.4

O

m5~2, (c) variation of the maximum heat release rate inside the compartment (Q̇ in) versus the ventilation factor. In (c), for the 

default setup all the simulations indicated in Table 1 were considered. However, for the modified version (Y lim�0), only

the intermediate scale simulations were considered (0.3718 m5~2 
B A

º
H B 0.8 m5~2, 25 kW B P B 3500 k 

2

W ).
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First, we can notice that there is a linear relationship between the Q̇in and the ventilation factor A
º
H.

However, the proportionality factor is different from the theoretical one, namely 850 instead of 1500. This

difference is due to the fact that not all the oxygen entering the compartment is consumed during com-245

bustion and also to the difference in the inlet air flow: ṁin � 0.46A
º
H numerically versus ṁin � 0.5A

º
H

theoretically. It should be noted that this value does not represent the transition between the well and

the under-ventilated regimes. Indeed, based on the analysis of section 3.2, the transition takes place before

reaching the maximum value of Q̇in.

Table 3: Summary of the available numerical correlations

Author CFD model Parameters Q̇max
in �K�A

º
H ṁmax

in �C�A
º
H

Zhao et al [20] FDS �6.0.1� Default Parameters Q̇in�1130.7�A
º
H ṁin�0.41�A

º
H

Asimakopoulou et al [21] FDS �6.5.3� Default Parameters Q̇in�950�A
º
H �

Cai and Chow [42] FDS �version 5� Default Parameters � ṁin�0.44�A
º
H

Current study FDS �6.7.0� Default Parameters Q̇in�850�A
º
H ṁin�0.46�A

º
H

Current study FDS �6.7.0� �Y lim
O2

�0%� Q̇in�1300�A
º
H ṁin�0.56�A

º
H

4. Conclusion250

A numerical investigation was performed for under-ventilated compartment fires, using the CFD code

Fire Dynamics Simulator (FDS).

This work allowed us to determine a demarcation between the well-ventilated and the under-ventilated

combustion regimes. This demarcation was obtained using two methods. The first one is based on the

evaluation of the heat release rate inside the compartment and the second one is based on the analysis of the255

mean temperature.

For the first method, the demarcation between well-ventilated and under-ventilated regimes was obtained

for a Global Equivalence Ratio Φ � 0.5 or a dimensionless heat release rate Q̇�

� 0.6. Based on the latter we

can determine the heat release rate that can be reached inside the compartment before external flames appear.

The second method is based on the temperature. This method can be useful in experimental studies since260

we do not have access to the heat release inside the compartment. The limit was observed for 0.6 @ Φ @ 1.1

or 0.4 @ Q̇�

@ 1.6. These limits can be converted to heat release rate, as it was summarized in Table 2.

Those limits highly depend on the extinction model. In order to evaluate its effects on the combustion

regimes, the extinction criterion was modified by setting the limiting oxygen fraction to zero (Y lim
O2

� 0). This

change leads to the modification of the frontiers between the well-ventilated and the under-ventilated regime.265

Concerning the transition from the regime 2 (combustion inside and outside the compartment) to regime

3 (most of the reaction takes place outside, which is characterized by a drop of the temperature inside the

compartment) the critical Global Equivalence Ratio (Φ) and the dimensionless heat release rate Q̇� vary over

the ranges, 1.5 @ Φ @ 3.6 and 2 @ Q̇�

@ 4.5.
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A linear relationship was found between the maximum heat release rate inside the compartment and the270

ventilation factor. The regression coefficient varies according to the extinction condition. We noted 850 in

the case of the default setup and 1300 in the case of the extinction limit Y lim
O2

� 0. Finally, the common

linear relationship between the maximum inlet air flow and the ventilation factor (ṁin � 0.46A
º
H) was

ascertained. These proportionality coe icients may vary depending on the used parameters, Table 3 gives a 275 

summary of the available numerical correlations.

This work will be followed by an experimental investigation, which will allow us to confirm this analysis

and suggest some improvements if needed.
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Appendix A. Sensitivity analysis

In order to evaluate the mesh sensitivity, numerous simulations have been carried out where different

mesh sizes have been used namely : 5 cm, 4 cm, 3 cm, 2 cm, 1.8 cm and 1.5 cm.

To assess the mesh convergence, we systematically measured the effect of the grid size on the temperature285

and velocity profiles at the door-way. As can be seen in Figure A.15, the temperature and velocity profiles

start to be independent on the grid size for the mesh size of 2 cm. The maximum error between the 2 cm

and the 1.5 cm mesh is about 2 � 4% for the temperature and 2 � 6% for the velocity.

In the same way, the convergence is also evaluated by the means of the temperature profiles recorded

inside the compartment. Figure A.16 shows the velocity and temperature profiles inside the enclosure. Here290

again the mesh size of 2 cm seems to be the best compromise. These results emphasize and confirm the

obtained estimation found in McGrattan et al [33].

(a) (b)

Figure A.15: Temperature (a) and velocity (b) profiles at the door-way

The domain extension beyond the compartment dimension is also a very important parameter and it

has a significant influence on the simulation results [43]. If the external volume is too small, the influence

on the different variables can be very important and if this extension is too large, the calculation time will295

increase significantly. As shown in Figure A.17 the variation of the velocity and temperature profiles at the

opening are insensitive to the extension lengths (L) of 1 m, 2 m and 3 m. We can notice that the velocity

and temperature profiles at the door-way are overlapped which means that extensions equal or larger than

1 m are sufficient to obtain accurate simulations. The same conclusion can be obtained by analyzing the

temperature profiles inside the compartment represented in Figure A.18.300
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(a) (b)

Figure A.16: Temperature profiles inside the compartment at the position front right (a) and front left (b) (for the positions

you may refer to the sketch in Figure 2)

(a) (b)

Figure A.17: Temperature (a) and velocity (b) profiles at the door-way for different extension lengths (L)

(a) (b)

Figure A.18: Temperature profiles inside the compartment at the position front right (a) and front left (b) (for the positions

you may refer to the sketch in Figure 2)
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